CLASSIFICATION OF VARIABLES

V_1, Certainty
V_2, Indecision
V_3, Attitude
V_4, Self Appraisal
V_5, Occupational Information
V_6, Goal Selection
V_7, Planning
V_8, Problem Solving
V_9, Intelligence
V_10, Self-Concept
V_11, Cohesion
V_12, Expressiveness
V_13, Conflict
V_14, Independence
V_15, Achievement Orientation
V_16, Intellectual-Cultural Orientation
V_17, Active-Recreational Orientation
V_18, Moral-Religious Emphasis
V_19, Organization
V_20, Control
V_21, Academic Achievement

CAREER DECISION-MAKING
ATTITUDE SCALE
CAREER MATURITY
COMPETENCE SCALE
INTELLIGENCE
SELF-CONCEPT
RELATIONSHIP DIMENSION
PERSONNEL GROWTH DIMENSION
FAMILY ENVIRONMENT
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE DIMENSION
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT